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Abstract— Grid is a network of lines that cross each other to form a series squares or rectangles.Grid is also defined as a parallel or 
distributed system. Prior means in the earlier stage and the Replica is defined as the copying the duplicate data at desired location. And 
Now-a-Days the Grid computing is becoming very important and can be used in the areas requiring large quantity of data and 
calculation.To achieve the best access time and fault tolerance in such systems, the replication is the main issue to provide the above best 
access time and the fault tolerance.The effectiveness of a replication model depends on several factors including the replicas placement 
strategy. In this paper, we proposed a priori replica placement strategy which is used to optimize the distances between the data hosted on 
the grid in order to increase the grid performances. This approach shows a considerable improvement in job execution time without 
degradation of communication and storage costs. The gain in the execution time is mainly due to the improvement in the file transfer 
system.Experimental results arepresented to illustrate the feasibility and merits of this apporoach on placing replica prior to the clent 
request in the data grid. 

Index Terms— Acess Time, Communication Cost, Execution Time, Fault Tolerance, File Transfer.  Grid, Grid Computing, Job Execution, 
Prior, Replica, Storage Cost,  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

 rid computing is a technology meeting the needs of sci-
entific applications characterized by a high performance 
computing and large quantity of data. The main idea of 

this technology is the use of underutilized resources by dis-
tributing calculations and/or data on large scale dispersed un-
der used resources. However, in such systems, it is difficult to 
guarantee the availability of all the sites at any time. In addi-
tion, the user access to remote data, can lead to undesirable 
wait time. 

Data replication is an issue to satisfy availability constraint 
as well as access performance. By creating several copies of a 
data in different sites, replication ensures the running of the 
system even if some sites containing data are out of order. 
Moreover, it hangs over data from sites which improve access 
delay. To take advantage of that, it’s important to choose care-
fully where and when placing replicas. 

The replica placement problem was studied in the context of 
file assignment problem and considered as a complex optimi-
zation problem. Several strategies and heuristics are proposed 
in the literature. Among these works, we are interested in 
those of Ko and al [2], [3], [4]. In their works, the authors con-
sider a network as a graph with colored nodes. The latter rep-
resent the network sites. When they have the same color, they 
represent replicas of the same data. In their strategy, they in-
tend to color the nodes so that nodes of the same color are as 
far as possible from each other and nodes of different color are 
as close as possible from each other. In our work, we treat the 
problem of replicas placement in a P2P data grid environment. 

   We are guided by the work of Ko and al to do an a priori 
replicas placement. It means that we will place replicas on the 
appropriate sites before launching any work on the grid.We 

evaluate the performance of the strategy by simulation on the 
OptorSim simulator [5], [6] and study the effect of the pro-
posed a priori replicas placement on the economic model [7] 
and other models implemented on OptorSim. We show that 
results are very promising. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. In section 2, we present some strategies and  heu-
ristics    related to the   replication with in grid environments.  
Section 3 describes the strategy we propose. In section 4, we 
give a brief description of OptorSim, the context of simulation. 
In section 5 the obtained results. In section 6 we give conclu-
sion about this paper. Finally, We discuss some directions for 
future works in section 7. 

2 RELATED WORKS 
Replication problems are widely studied in distributed sys-

tems [8]. Proposed models mainly aim at minimizing the ac-
cess time and communications cost, and increase the avail-
ability of data. In the context of data grid, most models are 
naturally dynamic [9]. They fit to the changes that occur on the 
grid (unpredictable login and logout of sites) and to the jobs 
running on. 

In [7] an economic model is proposed with two main objec-
tives: to maximize profits and minimize management costs. 
Computation and storage units purchase files from other stor-
age units following auction protocol. The deletion of replicas 
is also based on an economic model; a replica is deleted only if 
the deletion provides gain. In [10], the authors used the eco-
nomic model for database replicas placement adapted to sup-
port database specificities. Several other works [11], [12] pro-
posed cost models with various sizes of replicas, access fre-
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quency, storage cost, etc. Some works propose strategies for 
hierarchical data grid like in [13], [14], others for hybrid archi-
tecture like in [12]. These kinds of solutions present re-
strictions in communication among the network compared to 
P2P grid architecture [15]. 

The replica placement problem is also viewed as an optimi-
zation problem for which different heuristics are proposed [1]. 
In [16], the solution is based on ant behaviors. Ants are con-
sidered as agents moving in the grid and placing replicas ac-
cording to probabilistic functions. In Ko and al works [2], from 
which we get our idea, the authors proposed a replication pro-
tocol for large scale networks. The network is represented by a 
graph with colored nodes. Nodes with identical replicas have 
the same color. The coloring is done such as nodes with differ-
ent color are close to each other and nodes with the same color 
are far away from each other as possible. This placement al-
lows each site to reach the different data through the network 
in a short distance. The problem was formulated by two objec-
tive functions which define an NP-hard problem. The authors 
proposed a decentralized solution where each node learns  
about  its  nearby  nodes  colors,  selects  a  color  and informs  
its  near by  nodes  about  its  new color.   

Nodes change their color dynamically to fit changes on the 
network. Updates about color changing are continually prop-
agated. The authors proved the convergence of their protocol 
to a fixed coloring. The evaluation of the performance of the 
protocol focused on the time of convergence to a stable color-
ing, the number of exchanged message and the quality of col-
oring (distances between colors).In [4], the same authors pro-
pose a similar modeling with a centralized solution. The solu-
tion is less consistent since it relies on assumptions that do not 
reflect a real environment. They also present in [3] a decentral-
ized protocol to large-scale client-server networks. The differ-
ence with [2] is that, unlike in [2] where all the nodes hold rep-
licas, in [3] there are two types of nodes: servers which hold 
replicas and clients that demand them. The aim is similar: re-
duce network distance between each client and the nearby 
server hosting the resources needed by the client. 
In all works presented here, replicas are created and well 
placed during runtime. Sometimes replication is combined to 
job scheduling or load balancing protocols to achieve better 
results. But no importance is given to a priori replica place-
ment where replicas are created and placed before starting 
jobs. Thus, the placement is independent from files requested 
by jobs, from their scheduling and from the sites load. This is 
our purpose in this paper. Also, we will show that combining 
our strategy to a strategy that replicates during the execution 
of jobs (like the economic model strategy) improves the per-
formance of the grid. 

3 PROPOSED STRATEGY 
We deploy our approach on a P2P data grid model which is 

the most flexible architecture in terms of communication be-
tween grid sites [15]. Several files are dispersed on the grid 
(original copies). Our purpose is to proceed to an adequate 
replication of these copies in order to improve their avail-
ability. The copies replication is performed at once after the 
original copies are created and before any file request. We 
propose to place the replicas in such a way that identical ones 
are as far away as possible from each other. This let different 
replicas to be as close as possible from each other. So that each 
site can find the different files in its vicinity. This guarantees 
short access delays. The two objectives can be simply formu-
lated as follow: 
    Maximize the distance between identical replicas.  
    Minimize the distance between different replicas. 
    The distance between two sites is evaluated by means of the 
bandwidth of the shortest path connecting the two sites. The 
shortest path is obtained using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
       We propose a decentralized strategy. Each site of the grid 
performs the strategy to choose the only replica to hold. We 
assume that the grid is static during the execution of the strat-
egy.We do not tolerate connection/disconnection of sites nor 
add/delete of original files when doing the a priori replicas 
placement. 
     The site executing the strategy collects the list of all original 
files and their replicas on the network and then, it groups 
them per color. This results in several sets each one composed 
of one original file and zero or several replicas. We notice that 
all the set files have the same color. After that, it firstly, selects 
for each composed set, the best potential replica. The best po-
tential replica for a given color is the nearest one to the site. 
The best potential replicas per color compose the Best-Replicas 
set. Secondly, the furthest replica from the site is selected 
among the Best-Replica set. It is added to the replicas of the 
site. 

     The choice of the nearest file for each color and after-
wards the selection of the furthest file among the nearest col-
ored files ensure the maximization of the distance between 
identical replicas. Indeed the choice of the nearest file of each 
color insures that there is no closer file with the same color. 
Finally, the choice and replication of the furthest file among 
the nearest ones selected previously maximize the distance. 
We illustrate the strategy by the following example. In figure 
1(a), Site 1 will choose which file to host (red or blue) and from 
which site it will replicate (site 2, site 3, site 4 or site 5)     

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                      Fig.1 (a):  Replica Placement Strategy-1 
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                    Fig.1 (b):  Replica Placement Strategy-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                 Fig.1 (c):  Replica Placement Strategy-3 
 
 

Step 1: Site 1 collects the set of replicas and original copy of 
each file. See figure 1(a). For red file, the set is composed of the 
file hosted in site 2 and the one hosted in site 3. For blue file, 
the set is composed of the file hosted in site 4 and the one 
hosted in site 5.  
Step 2: From each set constructed in step 1, site 1 chooses the 
nearest file. Thus, the nearest red file is the one hosted in     
site 2. The nearest blue file is the one hosted in site 5. These 
two selected files are added to the Best-Replicas set. See  figure 
1(b).   
Step 3: Site 1 chooses the furthest file from Best-Replicas set. It 
chooses the blue one. It replicates it from site 5. See figure 1(c).  
The strategy executed by the sites is described in the following    
Pseudo code:  
for each file f from list of original files do 
Replicas= listReplicas (f);  
BestReplicas[f]= nearestReplica(Replicas); 
end for 
return (furthestReplica (BestReplicas)); 

Before the selected replica is replicated on the site executing 
the strategy, storage and computation capacity constraints 
should be taken into account. Storage and computing re-
sources on the grid are designated by Storage Element (SE) 
and Computing Element (CE). Each site in the grid has zero or 
more SE and zero or more CE with limited capacities. In our 
current work, we just consider storage element limitations. We 
will consider computation constraints in future works. 

The global replication process is described in the following 
pseudo code: 
for all sites of the grid do 
if  the site has at least one SE then 
replica=selectReplica(list _of_ original_ files); 
search SE with sufficient storage space to hold ”replica”; 
if SE exists the 
Replicate (replica, SE) 
    end if 
  end if 
end for 

4 SIMULATION AND TESTS 
We implement our strategy in OptorSim simulator. The lat-

ter was developed to simulate dynamic replication strategies. 
OptorSim runs the jobs submitted on the grid using a grid 
configuration, a replica optimizer and schedule algorithms. To 
be executed, a job needs a set of files which can be located in 
different sites. The job scheduling controller known as 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                        Fig.2 (a):  System's Block Diagram - 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 Fig. 2(b): System’s Block Diagram - 2 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            Fig.3:  Data Flow Diagram 
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of mean job time. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Evaluation of the number of replication in runtime. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Evaluation of the storage resource consumption 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Evaluation of the network usage 
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Resource Broker [5] uses a schedule algorithm to assign the job 
to the adequate site. To run a job, the Replica Optimizer selects 
by means of the replica optimizer algorithm the files used by 
the job. We modified OptorSim by adding once the proposed a 
priori replica placement strategy and a second time, a random 
a priori replica placement strategy. In the latter, each site 
chooses randomly the replica it hosts. 
   To evaluate our contribution, we refer to three replica opti-
mizer algorithms already implemented in OptorSim:         
1) Lru Optimizer: that always replicates. It deletes least recent-
ly created files. 2) Lfu Optimizer: which always replicates? It 
deletes least frequently accessed files.                3) Economic 
Model Optimizer: which replicates when replication is less 
expensive than the remote access? It deletes the least valuable 
file. We test these algorithms firstly, with no a priori replica 
placement, secondly, with a random a priori replica placement 
and finally with our proposed replica placement. Considerable 
gain on the mean job time. Our a priori replicas placement re-
duces the mean job time by 30% when combined with any rep-
lica optimizer algorithms (economic model, lfu or lru) whereas 
the random replica placement reduces it by about 10%.This is 
due to a lower file transfer time since all data are closer to all 
sites thanks to the strategic placement of  the replicas .On   the 
other hand, the time required for the execution of the strategy 
does not  increase the job execution time since t he strategy is 
executed before launching the jobs on the grid. 
      The improvement in the number of replicas in the econom-
ic model results from the fact that some replicas are already 
placed in the right place when executing the jobs. In deed, the 
economic model creates a replica whenever it’s beneficial. 
Otherwise, a remote access is done. For lfu and lru models, the 
a priori placement of replicas has no effect on the number of 
replicas created during jobs execution because the replication 
is performed whenever a file is needed (always replicate).The 
percentage of filled/available storage is practically the same 
for the three strategies. The a priori placement of replicas in-
creases the occupation of the storage space. This causes a 
slight degradation in the percentage of filled/available storage 
noticed in lfu model. For the economic model, the gain in 
number of replicas created during the runtime compensates 
the degradation caused initially. The latter is calculated as fol-
lows [6]: 
                              Number of remote access + Number of replication 
Network usage = 
                                            Number of local access 

 
The network usage parameter informs about the communi-

cation rate and the band width consumption.   In   fact, it has a   
high value in case of excess in remote access and/or replication 
relatively to local access. This causes a high communication 
rate and thus large bandwidth consumption. A slight im-
provement in the network usage provided by the economic 

model. The gain reflects the decrease in the number of replica-
tion. When there is less replication, there is less transfer of files 
and therefore less congestion in the network. This explains the 
gain in network usage. The most important result we reach is 
that the proposed a priori replicas placement improves the 
jobs execution time with no degradation in the storage re-
sources or bandwidth consumption. 

5 RESULTS 
After executing the source code the following screen shots 
have been displayed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
                                         Fig.8:  Server Page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                   
Fig.9:  Loading the file into the Server 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                
Fig.10:  Sending replica to different peer(s) 
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              Fig.11:  peer(s) receiving the replica from the server 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                             Fig.12: Requesting file from the client 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                      Fig.13:  Client receiving the file form the peer 
 

Fig.14:  Downloading the file 
 

6 CONCLUSION 
We proposed in this paper an a priori replicas place-

ment strategy in order to improve the grid performances. In-
deed, the experimentation on OptorSim simulator shows a 
considerable improvement in job execution time without deg-
radation of communications and storage costs. The gain in the 
execution time is mainly due to the improvement in the file 
transfer time. This is reached since each site finds the required 
data in its vicinity thanks to the proposed replicas placement 
strategy. In our current work, we test the approach with dif-
ferent configurations to determine the best parameters values 
(bandwidth, file size, storage space, etc.) for which the strategy 
gives the best results. This also leads us to refine our strategy. 

7 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
In the proposed approach the replicas are generated 

after creating the original files and before the client request. 
These replicas are sent to all the local sites after replication 
process. Now the data is available at all the sites. So that user 
can access the file at all the sites. But when ever user makes 
any changes in any of the replica, that change cannot be up-
loaded to the original file. In the similar manner if the user 
makes the changes in any one of the replica at any site then the 
replicas at remaining site remains unchanged. This result in 
inconsistency that is accessing the same file at different sites 
may not yield the same data. This approach is developed only 
in static network but not in dynamic network. So future en-
hancements are conducted in order to fulfill these problems. 
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